**Selected Bibliography**

*by Laura Taddeo*

The following bibliography is a selected listing of items available through the University at Buffalo libraries. The list provides an overview of available materials and is meant to be a starting point for further reading. Additional materials can be obtained by contacting the MCEER Information Service.

**Overviews**


**Studies on Previous Earthquakes**


**Codes/Zoning**


**Seismology/Geology/Geotechnical Issues**


“Source Geometry and Slip Distribution of the April 21, 1935 Hsichu-Taichung, Taiwan Earthquake,” by Bor-Shouh Huang and Yeong Tein Yeh in *Tectonophysics*. volume 210, number 1/2, August 30, 1992, pages 77-90.


**LifeLines/Bridges/Buildings**


**MITIGATION**


On the Earthquake Prevention and Emergency Response for the General Public in Taiwan, by Chang-Ping Chiu. Taipei: National Taiwan University, Center for Earthquake Engineering Research, 1985.


**WEB SITES/LINKS TO INFORMATION**

National Earthquake Information Center(NEIC): Earthquake Bulletin

USGS: Reports on the ChiChi (Taiwan) Earthquake

NCREE: JiJi Earthquake. (In Chinese)

EQE International: Field Investigation Team to Taiwan

EQE Reconnaissance Team in Taipei, Taiwan

GEES: The Preliminary Report of the National Science Foundation Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering Reconnaissance
Web Address: [http://rccg03.usc.edu/RecentEQ/Taiwan/LinksTW.htm](http://rccg03.usc.edu/RecentEQ/Taiwan/LinksTW.htm).

NISEE: National Information Service for Earthquake Engineering
Web Address: [http://nisee.ce.berkeley.edu/taiwan/](http://nisee.ce.berkeley.edu/taiwan/).

IRIS: Special Event Page - Taiwan Earthquake